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Virtual private networks (VPN) offer services for secure data exchange over public networks 
and are steadily gaining importance for commercial organizations, private individuals as well 
as governments and military administrations. 

However, growing VPN sizes and a dynamic behavior of VPN gateways and clients, e.g., for 
mobility reasons or perhaps reactions due to denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, make a manual 
configuration of large, dynamic VPN complicated and expensive. First, the administrative 
overhead is subject to a quadratic growth with the number of VPN devices, if each VPN de-
vice shall be able to communicate with every other VPN device. This will not only lead to 
higher expenses, but also to more errors introduced by human failure. Second, the robust-
ness of the VPN is not as high as it could be, e.g., in case of partial failures of the transport 
network some VPN devices could redirect traffic for other devices that cannot reach each 
other directly anymore. Even though IPsec could support such a resilient behavior by utilizing 
nested security associations, manual reconfiguration prohibits a timely reaction. Third, man-
ually configured security associations cannot be adopted with sufficient flexibility to support 
mobile VPNs appropriately. It is impossible to configure security associations between two 
mobile devices as both regularly change the IP addresses that they are reachable over.  

In consequence, a number of diverse VPN auto-configuration approaches have been invent-
ed, implemented, and – at least partially – deployed over the last decade. However, many 
systems are based on hub-to-spoke-like architectures [1,2,3,4], were a central instance rep-
resents a potential single-point-of-failure and performance bottleneck. Furthermore, for one 
system we were able to identify severe security issues [5]. Besides these concerns, it is im-
possible to dynamically integrate VPN nodes indirectly, i.e., over other nodes of the same 
VPN, as there must always be a direct connection to the concentrator. However, precisely 
such architectures are required to realize DoS-resilient as well as mobile topologies. 

Additional to the centralized approaches, several specialized, distributed systems exist. 
However, they either require multicast support in the underlying transport network [6], or use 
its routing to reactively discover VPN gateways and do not support private address ranges 
within the VPN [7,8,9]. Some approaches also utilize static VPN topologies in combination 
with a dynamic routing within the VPN [10,11,12]. Nonetheless, due to the static topology the 
approaches cannot cope well with DoS attacks, and have a non-negligible configuration ef-
fort. 

The described deficits of the presented approaches led the development of a novel VPN au-
to-configuration approach, called Secure OverLay for IPsec Discovery (SOLID). In contrast to 
the other systems, SOLID [13,14] creates a self-configured VPN overlay with mechanisms 
for gateway discovery, routing and topology control. Especially the topology control is of 
large relevance, because the creation of security associations is very time intensive in high 
security environments due to the use of smart cards. Thus, the number of proactively estab-
lished associations should be kept at a minimum. In order to still be able to search VPN 
gateways efficiently, SOLID uses the meanwhile well-understood concept of peer-to-peer 
overlays [15,16]. 



First, SOLID’s topology control establishes only two security associations proactively to cre-
ate an ordered ring structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Because of the structure, a destination 
gateway for a data packet can be found by simply sending a search message along the ring. 
This search requires O(n) overlay steps, where n denotes to the number of subnets. Thus, a 
logarithmic number of additional cross-connections are proactively created later on, in order 
to guarantee a search in a logarithmic number of steps. Besides addtional security proper-
ties, this approach only partially differs from Chord or I3 [17]. 

However, VPN gateways are not ordered by random or hashed identifiers, as this would not 
allow for a use of variable subnet masks. Instead, the internal IP address ranges are directly 
used and cross-connections are placed by creating a representative sample of valid address 
ranges. 
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The Chord principle cannot directly be applied to complex topologies that contain nested 
VPN gateways, or if gateways are partially disconnected due to network failures, because 
there is no possibility of direct communication. For this reason, SOLID creates virtual paths 
through the overlay network itself, in order to connect gateways without possibility of direct 
communication.  

However, in contrast to usual routing mecha-
nisms the construction of the virtual path does not 
depend on the broadcast of information, but uses 
the structure of the overlay itself to create optimal 
paths iteratively. In order to create a virtual path, 
a search is initiated within the already established 
overlay. If a destination gateway is found and a 
direct communication is impossible, the overlay 
path discovered during the search is used for 
further indirect communication. As these virtual 
paths can consist of up to O(log n) overlay hops, 
a subsequent optimization step shortens each 
path. For common VPN topologies this shortening 
even leads to optimal lengths in terms of overlay hops, which is a reasonable metric since 
the cryptographic operations in each hop dominate delay and bandwidth. By this means it is 
possible for SOLID to configure even complex topologies (as illustrated in Fig. 2) and map 
them to a logical ring structure. 

The entirely distributed approach allows for a realization of DoS-resistant VPNs as the failure 
of parts of the overlay can be tolerated; the remaining VPN devices will simply reorganize 

Fig. 1. Mapping of a VPN topology to a SOLID overlay 

Fig. 2.  Embedding of the overlay struc-
ture into the transportation net-
work 
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and operate independently. Furthermore, unreliable connectivity causes only local message 
overhead and no broadcast of routing information. Partial failures in the transport network 
can be circumvented by SOLID, as indirect connections will be established between affected 
nodes. The indirect connections also allow for a proactive DoS-protection: SOLID is able to 
use techniques presented in [18] and separate more relevant parts of the VPN from less rel-
evant ones by prohibiting direct connections between them. This allows for an effective infra-
structure hiding and less effective attacks, e.g., because the public IP address of a manag-
er’s laptop or an important server cannot be determined easily. 

However, SOLID’s security properties are not limited to availability. As all exchanged data – 
including all overlay messages – is protected by IPsec associations, data confidentiality, in-
tegrity, and authentication can be guaranteed at all times. For indirect connections nested 
IPsec associations assure an end-to-end protection, which can even tolerate internal attack-
ers. In order to guarantee also access control, SOLID is the first auto-configuration mecha-
nism to make use of certified IP address ranges for VPN gateways. The ranges are embed-
ded into the certificates used during IPsec authentication, and associations can only be es-
tablished if the negotiated addresses match the ranges in the certificate. 

The low number of proactively created security associations and the fact that network fluc-
tuations have only local effects, make SOLID predestinated for the use in mobile scenarios, 
where some VPN devices have only sporadic connections or periodically changing outer IP 
addresses. In order to speed up handover procedures, it is also planned to make use of 
quick reauthentications by exploiting MOBIKE mechanisms. 

Quantitative evaluations are performed in both: OMNeT++ simulations and real world scenar-
ios by utilizing a Linux/strongSwan prototype with a common code base. Thus, allowing for 
an analysis of large-scale factors and complex topologies within simulations and a real world 
influences in lab environments. 

All in all, the present approach SOLID allows for fully automated configuration of complex 
IPsec VPN, scales well with respect to the number of IPsec gateways, reacts robust to net-
work failures, and supports the configuration of nested networks with private address spaces. 
The security in terms of data authentication, confidentiality, and integrity as well as access 
control is guaranteed to be at least as good as in manually configured VPN. The availability 
of SOLID VPNs is even better as it is possible to react to DoS attacks. 

Future research is focusing on four main targets: First, the availability of SOLID VPN shall be 
further extended by automatically forming VPN topologies that react optimally to DoS-
attacks. Second, the mobility properties of SOLID shall be further increased in order to sup-
port even highly mobile scenarios, e.g., in ad-hoc disaster communication. A third point is the 
decentralization of higher layer network services, such as DNS, time synchronization, log-
ging, and certificate updates. This is especially important for mobile scenarios or in the case 
of DoS attacks, because central services within the VPN might become unavailable. A forth 
focus lays the extension of SOLID system itself. In order to support a broader range of sce-
narios, cluster support needs to be developed, IPv6 needs to be integrated, the current mul-
ticast implementation needs to be pushed on, and a QoS concept compiled. Thus, the cur-
rent state of SOLID is only a step towards a more flexible and universal security architecture. 
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